
EXTERNAL LOSS PREVENTION

Retail loss prevention uses several prevention techniques Once all prevention measures are in place, resolving external
theft in.

Whether prompted by suspicious behavior or expression, an anonymous tip, or intuition, internal theft cases
are usually investigated with the use of video surveillance systems or a plainclothes loss prevention worker
that the associate has not been introduced to. They find that one thing they did not expect to find, cannot
afford to pay for it, and will steal it if they have the opportunity. To do this, we design a customized Loss
Prevention Awareness Program for your company, which is geared to your management team or to all
employees. For a more human touch, consider hiring security staff. By using innovative new technologies and
capitalizing on the technologies retailers already have implemented, loss prevention can really prove to be a
cost-saver for retailers and a time-saver for its personnel. Place small, easy-to-steal items in displays that are
harder to reach. External Theft is most often caused by shoplifting, break-ins, robberies or other acts by
persons with no connection to the store. Security personnel are also dedicated to one task and less likely to be
distracted. What security measurements you have in place within your retail location can also greatly assist
you in your efforts against external loss although not always. Friends or colleagues hanging around and asking
for a particular employee. It is probably a bigger problem than most retail owners realize. She also encourages
staff to move about the space, making their presence known not only from an LP standpoint but also for
customer service. The company also uses a lot of resources, technology, and payroll to investigate internal
theft, and any other possible losses or "damages" incurred by the company due to the associate's dishonest
behavior allow the company to partner with a legal firm or their own legal department to demand civil
restitution from the former associate in the amount determined by a case-by-case basis. These are good
indications of how they might handle a potential shoplifting situation. They may work alone or in a group of
thieves. How do losses occur? Many POS options will allow you to create different users with varying levels
of permissions and access, which is also useful in LP. When you think about shoplifting, you might picture
someone walking out the door with a product tucked under their shirt â€” and that is part of the shoplifting
problem. Install a key control log for all business keys Check if any cameras are offline or not working
Regularly change passcodes Cash Handling While this overlaps with physical security and staff in many ways,
cash handling is one of the most important aspects of LP. Some say[ who? They may strike once or come back
every week. Main article: Civil recovery The image of retail loss prevention has become linked with the
controversial practice of civil recovery. What is Loss Prevention? Point-of-sale POS monitoring and inventory
management: The only way to stop administrative errors is to catch them and understand how and why they
happen. It is often wiser to wait and complete a thorough investigation before conducting an interview unless
you have a Certified Forensic Interrogator CFI attached to the name. Surveillance cameras enable you to catch
shoplifters before they ever leave the store, and signage reminding customers about cameras and your
willingness to prosecute shoplifters can go a long way in deterring that behavior. If intentional theft is
discovered, the police may be called and criminal charges filed. Surprising for some, how you design your
physical space also impacts theft. Use Information Provided By Security Cameras to Improve Processes
Physical security can do a myriad of things, like analyze traffic patterns, dwell times, and choke points and all
of these things can impact theft. Administrative Errors When your bottom line takes a hit, it never feels good.
Loss Prevention What is Loss Prevention?


